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Editorial

In today’s highly competitive market, filled with increasingly volatile consumers, brands must
work twice as hard to conquer and secure market shares. But at what cost? The main problems lie
in the customer acquisition costs and in the efficiency of retention tools.
To solve both these issues, “single branded” gift cards appeared a few years ago in the stores
of major retailers. Recently, they have appeared in their fully digital or electronic format, also called
e-gift cards.
With this white paper, we explain how e-gift cards are used by brands, and how they can improve
key performance indicators.
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“Single branded” gift cards

To create long-term value, brands (pure player, click-and-mortar or brick-and-mortar) progressively build their reputation through their brand strategy. One of the main line of this strategy’s
implementation relies on offering their own gift cards.

«

«

Single branded gift cards are prepaid cards that can only be used in their
issuing shop

On a global scale, the gift card market was valued at 337600 million US$ in 2018. An Allied
Market Research study projects the market to grow at a 15.7 % CAGR from 2017 to 2023.
The market is particularly developed in the United-States, in 2019, shoppers expected to spend
more than $213 on gift cards. In Europe and Pacific-Asia the trend is catching on. For example,
French shoppers buy an average of 2.6 gift cards of €56 every year, with an average yearly
growth of 20%.

Valued at more than

In the US, shoppers

In France, shoppers buy

The market is projected to

337600 million US$

spend more than $213

2.6 gift cards of €56

grow at a 15.7% CAGR

on gift cards

every year
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From gift cards to e-gift cards

E-gift cards are dematerialized gift
cards. Rather than having a plastic card, the
customer receives an email with an attached
electronic gift card. E-gift cards can easily be
printed so they can be gifted personally, or
they can instantly be sent electronically to
the chosen recipient, wherever they are.

Compared to plastic gift cards, digital gift cards
are much more flexible and customizable.
Digitizing gift cards opened doors to new features, such as sending them at a scheduled
time or buying them as a group gift.

The recipient can use his e-gift card online
by entering the card’s number when checking
out, or in store by showing the e-card’s bar
code (or QR code) to the cashier. They can
easily be saved on smartphones and brought
along at all times, whereas plastic gift cards
can quickly be lost.
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Plastic gift cards are not designed for omnichannel retail, which
requires a seamless customer experience between all touchpoints
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How are digital gift cards used?

Amazon: fully online
Amazon is indisputably the first e-retailer to have launched digital gift vouchers, with a wide
choice of designs.

Birthday, Valentine’s Day, Get Well, Workplace… There are more than twenty-five different
themes offered to customize the voucher. Consumers can also choose an animated card or add
their own photo. All these possibilities show not only Amazon’s desire to widen the access to its “gift”
offer, but also this service’s success among online shoppers.
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L’Occitane: an international and omnichannel
use
Since the end of 2015, the L’Occitane group has dematerialized its gift cards. Their digital
gift cards are now available online and can be spent in all their points of sale across Europe (ecommerce websites and physical shops).
The e-card’s features are wide: choosing among several designs, personal message, deferred
delivery date or group gift.
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Galeries Lafayette: for professional
use
The famous French group Galeries Lafayette has dematerialized gift cards since 2017. Via
a dedicated interface and account, businesses and works councils can now order customized
digital gift cards in batches.
There are numerous features specifically thought out for professionals: creating an account, accessing the account history, order tracking, invoices…
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Digital gift cards and customer
acquisition

What are the advantages for brands?

On average, 80 % of gift card service users
are new customers. This figure is even greater when the card is gifted as a group, meaning that several people contribute to buying
a single gift card.

«

What about the revenue generated by
e-gift cards?
Digital gift cards can generate up to
25 % additional revenue for brands. Of
course, Christmas is the most favorable time
of the year, but continued marketing efforts
throughout the year enable significant revenue increase as well.

On average, 80 % of gift card service users are new customers.
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«

Client acquisition is the main advantage: visitors, who are not necessarily customers yet, are usually drawn by a seamless
process allowing them to buy their e-gift card
in just a few clicks. And the card’s recipients
are also new customers acquired by the
brand.
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What are the advantages for consumers?
ADVANTAGES FOR DIGITAL GIFT CARD CUSTOMERS

«

An increasing number of consumers favor
this time-saving solution, and it proves to be
very helpful for those who are always late.
The digital solution is becoming essential for
last-minute gifts.

70 % of consumers say they prefer digital gift cards for their
immediacy

«

Customers love gift cards because
they guarantee the purchase of the ideal gift.
They don’t risk disappointing the recipient
who will choose the product themselves.

ADVANTAGES FOR DIGITAL GIFT CARD RECIPIENTS
Plastic gift cards are easily lost. Digital gift cards, on the other hand, are always
in the recipient’s inbox, just one click away,
and within easy reach on their smartphone.
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Their ease of use is also an asset: recipients simply have to show their smartphone
at checkout to complete their purchase.
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Digital gift cards and promotions
/ loyalty

Until now, discount codes were
among the only promotional tools brands had.
Overused, consumers grew tired of them,
and became less and less sensitive to that
sales incentive.
In response to this growing lack of interest, brands are now turning to new tools.
Over sending promotional codes, they favor
sending digital gift cards to their customers,
who then feel more privileged. Discount codes damage brand image, whereas e-gift
cards strengthen the bond with customers.

purchases, is a remarkable strategy to build
customer loyalty.
The digital format of the gift card also
has other benefits that plastic gift cards do
not have, including data collection. The classic gift card format gives little to no information, unlike digital gift cards. With e-gift cards,
thanks to purchase forms and customization features, brands can acquire relevant
information about the buyer or recipient. This
information improves customer knowledge.

As for loyalty, new methods are surfacing, such as customer rewards. Indeed, offering digital gift cards on special occasions
(birthdays, …), or after a certain number of

What are the advantages for customers to receive digital gift
cards as rewards?
Switching from promotional codes to digital gift cards favors customers as well: e-gift cards
become a real payment method, usable several times, both online and in physical shops.
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Increasing business customers

Digital gift cards can be offered to businesses and works councils as part of their incentive and
rewards programs. They are a significant growth driver.

What are the advantages for the issuing
brands?
By offering these services, brands gain
the opportunity to be part of numerous rewards programs for employees, salesmen or preferred business partners. They create many
opportunities to increase brand visibility and
awareness.

Gift cards sold to businesses and works
councils are intended for employees in return
for their efforts, or for a special occasion. They
are seen as an encouraging reward, and therefore, are a new way to attract customers in
physical or online shops.

B2B is a key contributor to the additional
revenue generated by digital gift card sales.
For those who already have a program dedicated to businesses, they represent 25 to 50
% of their gift card revenue.

B2B customers represent 25 to 50 % of gift card program revenue
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What are the advantages for businesses and
works councils?
Digital gift cards are an easy, fast and
striking bonus. Businesses and works councils can buy them in batches, send rewards
for any specific reason and boost their programs.

As for employees, they are always more
than delighted to receive this type of present.
Since gift cards are fully customizable, you
can hand out a tailor-made gift to each of
them. It is a company gift that has the ability
to give employees more purchasing power.

Digital gift cards are accessible to all businesses and all types of budget. Businesses
can choose the amount they wish to invest for
their employees and freely control their HR
program. They can decide to give out a small
sum to encourage employees, or a larger
amount for a bigger impact.
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Paying special attention to
fraud

Although launching a new digital gift card program seems appropriate, it is also very important to plan ahead a way to protect this program. Fraud must not be taken lightly considering the
risks.

Digital gift cards are a classic target for
online fraudsters. Without protection, several
hundred gift cards can easily be stolen in just
a few hours.
All the features that led to its success
among consumers and businesses also seduced various cybercriminals. E-gift cards are
instantly created and sent. Transactions are
completed in just a few seconds, which leaves
little time to detect or analyze potential suspicious behaviors.

Fraudsters are able to quickly turn it
into cash. In France, once the card is in their
pocket, they go straight to the shop to buy
goods they will later sell online. In the United
States, digital gift cards are more often sold
on online platforms at a lower price than their
face value.
Even if the card is cancelled, its value is
lost for good and the product is already sold,
condemning brands to financial loss. Moreover, if the e-card is bought through a stolen
credit card, the brand image is likely to suffer
from it.

FRAUD TECHNIQUES

Stolen credit
cards
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Phishing
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SQL injections, use of
robots
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Infographic – digital gift cards and
fraud
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Building your own software vs SaaS
: which one should you choose ?

Like any IT project, choosing between in-house development and outsourcing often makes
the difference between the success of a project and its failure.

In-house development
Although the greater level of autonomy of
in-house development might be attractive, there
are numerous drawbacks and significant risks.
Outlays for development can be substantially
high.
While developing the necessary client interface to buy digital gift cards is rather easy, some
key elements for the implementation of this program remain complicated.
Making the e-gift card a secure means of
payment, integrating it to the ecommerce website, allowing customers to use it several times,
making additional payments possible, or managing losses, refunds, and group gifts…
These are just a few examples of complex tech-

A team solely dedicated to
the project
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Complex security

nical tasks that a brand would have to manage in-house.
Creating your own payment system can
quickly become a financial drain. Not only because of the solution’s implementation and
creation costs, but also with the long-term
investment needed to maintain it.
Besides the technical risks, other aspects such as accounting, regulatory, marketing and financial factors must also be
perfectly mastered.

Several features to
develop
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SaaS
SaaS, or “Software as a service”, is a software model hosted by a third-party provider, enabling
the application to be used from afar.

IS “GIFT CARD AS A SERVICE” SUITABLE?
A SaaS solution for digital gift cards
has many advantages. First of all, using this
model prevents all the financial risks of inhouse development. Outsourcing e-gift cards
enables brands to stay focused on their core
business, while launching this new service
quickly.

By calling on a service provider that’s an
expert in the field, brands can be guided on
a daily basis when using their service. It enables them to get the best results out of their
gift card program. Among the various service
providers, successful economic models
should be favored, because they rule out
any financial risk.

It is a turnkey solution that can be up and
running in less than 2 weeks. With SaaS,
brands don’t need to take care of maintaining, hosting and upgrading applications.

Successful economic
model, no investment
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High-quality
marketing support
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In short
E-gift cards are gift cards that have adapted to omnichannel commerce and to the dematerialization of services. More and more brands are turning towards this solution because they meet
three fundamental customer needs: immediacy, flexibility and a community spirit.
          By meeting these needs, brands significantly improve their performance indicators : up to 25
% additional revenue, 80 % new customers, renewing promotional and loyalty tools.
More than 10 % of the top 100 ecommerce sites in France already use digital gift cards, compared to 45 % in the United States.

About BuyBox
BuyBox is a SaaS white label solution for digital and omnichannel gift cards. It enables brands
to easily implement their program, online as well as in store. Would you like to know more?

www.BuyBox.net
They are using BuyBox

BUYBOX, SAS - 157 643,40 euros
Mail : 31 Allées Jules Guesde - 31000 Toulouse FRANCE
tel : +33 561 07 12 79
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